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Intro: |   |   |   |   |

I still see E-lisa, she keeps on re-turning, as breathless, and young as ever

I still hear E-lisa, and still feel a yearning to hold her a-gainst me a-gain

Her heart was made of holidays, her smile was made of dawn

Her laughter was an April song that echoes on and on

Since I saw E-lisa, the shadows are falling, and winter is calling a-bove

But I still see E-lisa when-ever I dream of love
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Intro: | Bb | BbMA7 | Bb6 | F7 |

Bb BbMA7 Dbdim Bb6 Bb F7
I still see E-lisa, she keeps on re-turning, as breathless, and young as ever

Cm7 F7 Cm7 F7 Cm7 F7 Bb Ebm6 F7b9 Bb
I still hear E-lisa, and still feel a yearning to hold her a-again

Eb Dm Cm7 F7 Bb
Her heart was made of holidays, her smile was made of dawn

Cm7 G7 Cm7 F7
Her laughter was an April song that echoes on and on

Bb BbMA7 Dbdim Bb6 Dm D7 Gm
Since I saw E-lisa, the shadows are falling, and winter is calling a-bove

Bb F7 Bb G7 Cm7 F7 Bb
But I still see E-lisa when-ever I dream of love